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This AlphaGraphics business is an independently owned and operated franchise of AlphaGraphics, Inc.

  

  

What kind of site will this be?

 

Will there be multiple groups with which you would
want to have control over product visibility?
    Yes      No

Would you like the site to require an account for tracking?
    Yes      No

Would you like an Admin to have backend access?
    Yes      No

Would you like this site directly linked to your website?
    Yes      No

Would you like the site design to match your website?
    Yes      No

Which payment method would you prefer?
    Invoice      Credit Card

Will there be multiple groups with which you would
want to have control over product visibility?
    Yes      No

Would you like to require Admin approval on orders?
    Yes      No

Would you like the site to require an account for tracking?
    Yes      No

Would you like an Admin to have backend access?
    Yes      No

What kind of delivery methods would you like available?
    Pickup      Delivery      Shipping

Product Information

 

  

 

 
How many products would you like to add initially? __________

What kinds of products would you like on the site and will they be static or editable?

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Would you like the orderable quantities be locked in or editable?
     Locked In      Editable

What would you like to use for the thumbnails and photos/images?
     Icons      Images/Mockups from files      Professional Photos      I will provide photos/images

What kind of descriptions would you like for the products?
     Simple Descriptions      Detailed Descriptions      I will provide descriptions

Do you plan to add/change products on a regular basis?
     Yes      No      Not Sure

Discovery Form
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